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However, in recent years the Prius has gained a bevy of competitors, all of which have caught
up to Toyota's electrified icon. On top of all that, they all look miles more attractive than the
Prius. Unless your idea of a fun time behind the wheel is seeing how little fuel you can use on
your commute, don't count on the Prius to offer much in the way of driving pleasure. However,
the Prius' spacious cabin and excellent fuel economy do keep it solidly competitiveâ€”and it's
the only one of its direct rivals to offer optional all-wheel drive. The Prius remains mostly
unchanged for , and adds a special Prius Edition and more driver-assistance and safety
features. The special edition commemorates two decades of Prius sales in the United States,
and is based on the XLE trim; only 2, will be built. The Prius Edition comes standard with black
inch wheels, black exterior trim, and a choice of two colors: Supersonic Red or Wind Chill Pearl.
Pedestrian-and-bicyclist detection is now standard on the model, as are automatic high beam
headlamps. Android Auto is also added to all trim levels except for the top tier Limited. Our pick
from the Prius lineup is the XLE AWD-e, which is a solid value thanks to its heated and
power-adjustable seats, heated steering wheel, proximity-key function, and wireless phone
charger. The "AWD-e" denotes electric all-wheel drive. The fuel economy penalty for its
all-wheel drive system is almost nonexistent based on our real-world test results. The Prius's
hybrid powertrain is not capable of delivering thrilling or even amusing acceleration. Its lethargy
can't be given a free pass, as several competitors prove that acceptable performance need not
be sacrificed in the pursuit of world-beating fuel economy. Nor does the Prius offer much in the
way of driving enjoyment and refinement. All-wheel-drive Priuses feature an electric motor that
functions separately from the hybrid system and powers the rear wheels. Braking is a common
gremlin for hybrid vehicles, which use a mix of regenerative and friction braking. Inconsistent or
numb feedback from the brake pedal as we experienced in the Prius is often the trade-off and,
combined with the low-rolling-resistance tires that most hybrids wear, can make for longer
braking distances in our testing than we would expect from similar-size non-hybrid vehicles.
The EPA estimates the thriftiest Prius Eco will earn up to 58 mpg in the city and 53 mpg on the
highway. The other front-drive versions are EPA rated at 54 mpg city and 50 mpg on highway.
Those who drive mostly highway miles and like to travel with the flow of fast-moving traffic
might be disappointed to learn that the Prius delivered 46 mpg on our mile highway
fuel-economy test which we conduct at a steady 75 mph , undershooting its EPA rating by 4
mpg. For the all-wheel drive model, the EPA estimates it will earn 52 mpg city and 48 highway.
Consider that a larger-than-average chunk of the Prius's cost is directed to make possible its
advanced powertrain, and the amount of plastic in the interior starts to make sense even as it
left us wanting for better trimmings. It could be appointed in sumptuous leather and we'd still
take issue with the center-mounted information gauges, which require the driver to take their
eyes off the road too frequently. Passengers have plenty of room to spread out in the
Priusâ€”there's space for four six-footers thanks to upright seatingâ€”but several rivals offer
even more legroom for back-seat passengers. The hatchback body style of the Prius means
there's a good amount of room for cargo behind the back seat, although it's not the most
spacious vehicle in this competitive set. Its dash-mounted shifter frees up room for storage
cubbies in the front seat area; rear cubby storage is limited to two unusually small door pockets
and the small cupholders found in the rear seat's pull-down center armrest. All trim levels of the
Toyota Prius get a 7. This 7. Android Auto is new for in the Prius. The Limited trim level gets a
larger, vertically oriented It has all the same features as the smaller 7. It also comes standard
with collision-avoidance technologies that are limited to option packages and upper trim levels
in many competitive vehicles. Key safety features include:. Toyota's warranty coverage matches
up to its competitors; its hybrid-component warranty is an industry standard. More Features
and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Mihir Maddireddy
and Eric Stafford. More on the Toyota Prius. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Toyota. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at View all Toyota Vehicles. Current Model. Colorful digital gauges dominate the dashboard with
abundant fuel-economy information. The touch-screen infotainment system is fairly
straightforward. The car can drive solely on electric power, usually up to about mph, but the
engine tends to moan when it kicks in. The seats have mediocre support, tire noise is
noticeable, and the car's low stance makes it a challenge to get in and out. Hatchback versatility
is a plus. All-wheel drive is optional. Road Test. Predicted Reliability. Predicted Owner
Satisfaction. While the previous generation Prius was an evolution of the second-generation car
it replaced, the fourth-generation Prius was a revolution. The biggest advance was an incredible
52 mpg overall, brought by a new, larger, and more efficient engine. Styling became much more

controversial; its practical effect was that the Prius sits lower than before, sacrificing some
access, visibility, and rear seat space. Handling is more sure-footed and interior noise has been
reduced. The interior doesn't feel as cheap as before, although some odd touches still remain,
including some unconventional controls. All-wheel drive was added to models. Although
acceleration and the 44 mpg overall fuel economy remained the same, the car offered better
crash protection and more available amenities. Typically, the car propels itself on electric power
up to about 25 mph, and then the engine starts to provide motivation, as well as recharging the
battery. Brake pedal feel is a bit touchy, but easy to get used to. The ride is firm and handling a
bit reluctant. Still, the hatchback configuration, upright stance and roomy rear seat make the
Prius one of the most sensible choices out there. Throw in bulletproof reliability and low
running costs and you have an ideal transportation solution. Just be aware the car is mundane
to drive, loud on rough pavement, buzzy when accelerating hard and the interior is rather cheap
in look and feel. Don't bother with the plug-in version; it's more expensive and thanks to a very
short battery-only range, brings little advantage over the regular Prius. The Prius is an ideal
transportation solution for anyone purely interested in low running costs and practicality. It gets
44 mpg overall and doesn't need to be plugged in. This four-door hatchback automatically
switches between its electric motor and gasoline engine, or uses both, as needed. It can also
drive at low speeds on electric power alone. The ride is firm, but compliant enough, although
road noise and engine drone are noticeable. Handling is secure, but the car does not have a
sporty nature. Some controls are complicated and the interior feels basic. High-end versions
came with leather seats, which spruced up the interior a bit. If budget permits, focus on a or
later Prius since it had standard side curtain airbags, an available rear view camera, and
Bluetooth connectivity. The first generation Prius hybrid was a quirky small sedan that gets 41
mpg. It uses electric power to augment its engine and switches unobtrusively between the two.
The sedan can also propel itself on electric power alone at low speeds. This version of the Prius
is slow and not particularly agile, but it rides reasonably. Odd-looking instruments and a
column mounted gear selector make the car seem like a science experiment from the past. The
cabin is narrow. Buying a Prius as a used car is a wise choice, but we suggest you opt for a or
later build. The hatchback configuration makes it much more practical, it gets 44 mpg overall
and has a peerless track record. Show Older Toyotas. Before you buy, make sure the car fits
your size. These exceptional models meet our very highest standards for performance, safety,
reliability, and more. Check out the huge discounts on reliable models that earn CR's
recommendation. Latest Toyota Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another
Vehicle. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. The Toyota Prius is easily the most well-known and influential hybrid sold. Over
the years, the Prius has evolved and steadily gained fuel efficiency and capability. Toyota
introduced the current generation for the model year and made a variety of updates for You can
even get it with all-wheel drive to help out with traction on icy or snowy roads. To keep the Prius
competitive, Toyota also fits the Prius with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone
integration and a suite of advanced safety features that's standard on all Prius trims. Some
noteworthy competitors on sale today include the Honda Insight and the Kia Niro. To learn more
about the Toyota Prius of this generation, read about our experiences from living with a Toyota
Prius. After its debut, we went out and bought one and racked up more than 30, miles. We cover
everything from this hybrid's real-world fuel economy to seat comfort and cargo space. Please
note that the Toyota Prius differs from our long-term model in that the newer model has updated
styling and more standard features. It's the same generation, though, so most of our
observations still apply. The Toyota Prius is a four-door hatchback hybrid that seats five
passengers. Significant features include: L Eco Fairly basic, but includes:. I bought my Prius
XLE a little over a month ago. This is my 4th Prius I've owned. This one is definitely my favorite.
Heated seats and heated steering wheel, all the safety stuff, Alexa and Android Auto, leather.
The car feels more substantial than the other Priuses I've owned. Fuel mileage obviously is
insane, 55 mpgs on the highway, and city driving is always over 60 mpgs. The handling seems
better than the earlier versions. The car also seems to have more power when in using purely
electric. I mean when one is just driving in city traffic, there seems to be more power. The car
drives more solidly, with not a single rattle or odd ball noise. The car is perfect. Write a review.
See all 1 reviews. When you think of long-standing car rivalries, you might not consider the
Toyota Prius and the Honda Insight. You should. These two fuel-sipping cars were the vanguard
of affordable hybrid technology in the late '90s. And today, they're still at it. Silverado, 3-Series
vs. C-class, Camaro vs. Toyota Prius. These are the longest-running names in the hybrid
business because they're the ones that started it all. And click Subscribe if you want to see
more videos like this one. The Prius and the Insight we have here are standard hybrids-- no
range anxiety or need for a home charger. These guys charge their own batteries. Those motors

don't just move the car forward, they also generate electricity and slow the car each time you hit
the brakes. And that's why hybrids get such great fuel economy. In fact, most deliver higher city
mileage than highway mileage. So the Prius is actually a really nice place to sit if you're the
driver. That didn't used to be the case-- at least for me. But this new generation that's been
around the last couple of years, they lowered the seat, they made it height adjustable, and they
improved the reach of the steering wheel. So it's a more normal driving position. I don't feel like
I'm in a bus. Car's a little bit narrower than I might like, but certainly my headroom and leg
room-- plenty of that. After that, the weirdness of the Prius starts to become apparent. For one,
I've never been a fan of the centrally-mounted instruments. The other thing that always bugs me
is this shifter here. It's so bad that they have to put a beeper in it in case you put it in reverse
inadvertently. You couldn't tell otherwise. It's also got a park button and a park brake, which
always gets people confused. But other than that, the climate control system is really easy to
use. These are nice, big cup holders-- seat heaters are here. The stereo in this Prius doesn't
have Apple CarPlay, but that's going to change in But you will lose the CD player, which is here
now, and it won't be next year. Well, that's about it for the front. Elana, how are you doing in
back? I mean, you're a tall dude, and I got plenty of space, lots of headroom, two USB ports,
and cup holders. Well, why don't you hop in the front and let's go for a drive? A couple of years
ago, they redesigned the car completely, made it look a little bit more like a Dart. And in the
process of doing that, they really improved it in a lot of ways, actually. Driving position here
where I am is much better. And then the ride is also more refined and smoother because they've
replaced the old twist beam suspension with a multi-leg setup. And that just makes the ride that
much more pleasant. It also improves the handling, the steering is good. The main dynamic
problem I have with it is the way the brakes feel. It's not that they don't stop the car-- they will
stop the car fine. But they feel-- what's the opposite of confident? They have insecure feeling
brakes. So when you press the pedal, you're really telling the computer you want to slow down.
And it's looking at how hard and how far you press the pedal and kind of determining how much
stopping power to give you. And then it decides well, I'll use the magnetism of the electric
motor or I'll use the friction brakes or maybe both together. And so as a result, you're not really
pushing on a master cylinder like you are in every other car. Now, all electrified cars-- electric
cars, hybrids, plug-in hybrids-- they all have brakes like this. But for some reason, the Prius has
just never gotten any better from what they landed with about 20 years ago when the car came
out. And the biggest thing for me is when you back out of a parking space, because you're
trying to just kind of lightly dab the brakes and they're a little too grabby at that point. And it just
doesn't feel right. Speaking of dragsters, my feelings about the Prius are always like, oh my
god, it's the slowest car you can buy. And that is not true anymore. It's no problem when you
want to merge onto a freeway or past somebody. I mean, it's not a speed demon, but it certainly
has enough power to get out of its own way. We're saving gas. We're saving the environment.
And we had some serious hills to get up here, and the Prius seemed like it had no problem
doing that. And in the past, a Prius might have made a lot of noise as the continuously variable
transmission spun up the engine. But now they've got more sound insulation, and it's not nearly
as noticeable as it has been in the past. On coarse roads like this one, you'll hear a little bit of
road noise because these are low-rolling resistance tires and they're kind of skinny. And there's
just only so much they can get a tire to do when they're trying to maximize them for fuel
economy. Because you're no longer stuck just with however the car was designed originally,
because there's computers controlling everything. So when you're in a performance car, a lot of
times they have modes like comfortable driving, semi-sporty driving, and then hardcore track
driving. When you're in EVs and hybrid, it's almost the opposite. The different modes are not to
be more power usually, they're sort of more efficient. In this car, you've got the normal mode,
which is just fine. You can get the rated fuel economy. In fact, we've had 48 miles per gallon on
the way here without really trying very hard. It wasn't you. Anyhow, that also turned down the
air conditioner a little bit. And on the other end of it, there is a power mode which will use more
fuel but will help make it a little bit more responsive. But really, this car is just fine in normal
mode. You really don't get a lot for either of those other two modes. Now, there is another
mode, an EV button is here. And if you're going slow enough, you can cruise along a little ways
in electric mode. But it isn't really anything you can do for any distance. Or is it kind of just a for
show thing? And if you get on the throttle at all and ask the car to accelerate even a little bit, it
pops out of that mode right away. It weights up in corners. The car follows the line I want it to
go on. There's no surprises there. It doesn't feel like it's going to be affected by bumps that I
might hit in the middle of the corners. And that's partially helped by the rear suspension, which
is a lot more compliant than it has been in the past. It's just really easy to drive on this road and
actually a little bit of fun. But of course, it isn't. Well, one of the benefits of the lower seating
position is you don't move as much when the car rolls in corners. And the car doesn't roll as

much in corners because the center of gravity isn't as high. The very early ones had these kind
of very hard, super low-friction tires. I felt like they didn't have a great grip. And so the tires that
we have today can provide more grip. No actually, I agree with you. I mean, the shifter in the
Prius started out weird when they first introduced the car. It's so weird that they have to have a
beeper inside the car when you're in reverse to let you know that you are in reverse because if
you look at the lever, you won't be able to tell. Woo, corners. The center display is, well, it's in
the center. And it's just not where I want to look. I want to look straight ahead at the road. Right
here inside the steering wheel's where I expect the instruments to be. And they're just not there.
Even the Mercedes A-class and stuff is starting to have these big, long displays that go all the
way across the dash. So obviously we as humans can get used to that. But they didn't do
anything with the blank space behind the steering wheel. It's just this sad, blank piece of
plastic. It just seems like such a design fail to me. And that makes it easier to keep in focus. So I
can just see it. That's a stretch, Dan. And I understand why so many Prius drivers are doing
weird braking things and driving slow in front of you, because they're recharging their batteries
and they're watching it happen in real time. And it is kind of addictive. First of all, it's a very
friendly car. It makes a sweet humming sound when it's in the electric mode. And when you first
get into the car when you have the key-- even before you turn it on-- it sort of plays you this little
song like it's happy to see you. So I feel affectionate towards it. It doesn't hurt that it looks great
too. I mean, I like it for its personality, but also it's got good looks. The materials are nice and
they're interesting. Some of that is because we are in the touring tram, and so the power leather
seats are something that you do pay for. But I think they're worth it. Everything is laid out nicely
in the Insight. I know exactly how to work it even if I've never been in one before. It has a kind of
funky push button shifter, but unlike some of the other cars with their very strange shifters, it's
real obvious what you press to get what gear you need and also what gear you're in. I mean, it
lights up. I do have one complaint about the shifter-- this is only going to be relevant to those of
you who do this-- which is that the park button is really skinny, and I keep hitting my nail on it.
And I'm kind of worried I'm going to break one. So Honda designers, hear me out. Think of the
manicures. Another thing that's great about the interior is that it's all very adjustable. First of all,
nice, big phone pad. You can fit a lot of different models in it. And the USB ports are right up
next to where you're going to put the phone so you don't end up with a cord that's running all
the way across your console. There's also a volt outlet. Your different driving modes-- very
clear, very obvious. There's cup holders in the console. It also slides back, and you can fit a
giant Big Gulp. This armrest also slides back. So if like me you're short, you have your seat far
forward, you can move the armrest far forward. And if you are Dan and you are tall, you can
move the armrest back. And then you've got a console underneath. Very smart. Honda always
does a good job with storage in the interior. Gauge clusters nice and clear, and you've got a
nice infotainment screen. It's big, it's very clear, it has all these nice, physical buttons that run
down it and a volume knob. And it works very well. But if you don't want to use it, you don't
have to, because Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are both supported. Because of the push
button shifter, there's a lot of room up here in the front seat. But I don't know if Dan's going to
say the same thing about the backseat. I've got plenty of leg room. It's nice and wide. My hair
touches the roof just a little bit, but I'm 6 foot 2. So this is pretty decent. I could spend a lot of
time back here. There are no USB ports back here. This is the touring, right? You can charge up
here. But the insight has really had a lot of twists and turns. It started out as a really weird little
car that's still beloved by people who own them. And then it turned into something that tried to
be a Prius. So how is this driving? I mean, it feels a little bit different than the Prius. This engine
seems to be working a little harder to make us move-- or at least it's making more noise about
what it's doing. I don't know if it is. And if I'm not satisfied with it in the normal mode, I can put it
in a sport mode and it does give me sort of a little more throttle response then so I don't have to
floor it. This car feels like a real sedan. How does it drive? Actually, I think in some cases it
drives better than what you'd expect from a real sedan, because it's kind of got that nice, low
center of gravity. And you do feel that when you're going around corners because it doesn't feel
tippy. I mean, the whole car is a little bit longer and wider than it used to be. And it's longer and
wider than the Prius. It shares a lot of its underpinnings with the Civic. And it looks like a Civic.
It's basically the Civic hybrid but with a fancy name. I couldn't hear you about that engine there.
How would you describe that sound? Sad cow? Haunted house? It sounds like it's complaining,
but it's doing the job. I think it's just not as much sound insulation or something. You seem to
be getting around these corners really easily. I see a smile on your face. This is a beautiful road.
And to be able to take a car like this up here without worrying about the range or where I'm
going to plug it in to charge it is kind of the whole point of getting a hybrid. Yeah, and it's
interesting how these cars have such different approaches but they end up in the same place as
far as fuel economy. They're both rated at about 52 MPG combined, which is outstanding. You

think about how just 20 years ago a car that was getting that much would be full-on science
fiction. We've been on a long drive for this shoot, and I have not wanted to get out of this car. I
mean, yeah, you don't have to pay a lot of money to save money on gas. I mean, that is an
incredible thing about the new hybrids. It used to be you were kind of doing it to make a point.
You weren't really going to drive the car for as many years as you would need to make up how
much more expensive it was than just getting a gasoline engine. But nowadays, they're really
affordable. It's also not a forced look anymore. And that, I think, is what the Insight gives you
over the Prius. You don't have to kind of join a community of hybrid people. You can just have a
nice car that's a hybrid. The Prius is a little bit more like a tattoo in that regard. Everybody
knows what you're in. Even though they're two different approaches, they're pretty much the
same fuel economy. So, Dan, which of these would you take home? I like them both and there's
things I don't like about them both-- the noise in the Insight and the brake pedal feel of the
Prius, but those two things kind of cancel each other out. And in the end for me, it's the Insight,
because it's the bigger, more mature car that I could see myself driving every day. I would also
choose the Insight because I'm extremely shallow and I think it's prettier. I did not expect it to
be so close, but both cars were really pretty nice to drive and they would both be extremely
useful as day lays. I think that the Prius might win out in terms of being more family friendly,
because it's available with all-wheel drive and that hatchback. It just has a little bit more room
for everybody. But the Insight looks so much better. And that reminds me in the past cars like
this, you had to give up a lot to get high fuel economy. But that's not true anymore. Each of
these is a great daily driver. You can't go wrong with either one. But in the end, the Insight is
higher ranked on the Edmunds rankings. It's got the number one spot. The Corolla Hybrid is
essentially a Corolla with the Prius powertrain. If you think it'd be hard to go wrong with this
combination, you'd be right. If you're looking for a solid small hybrid and are turned off by the
Prius' oddly styled interior, the Corolla Hybrid is a good choice. The only downside is the rather
bare-bones nature of the single trim available. As opposed to its more Prius-shaped
predecessor, the current Honda Insight has a traditional sedan profile. Think of it as a
hybridized Civic and you have the right idea. While the Prius is slightly more fuel-efficient, the
Insight is the more refined vehicle and the hands-down winner in a side-by-side comparison. If
you're looking for a Prius alternative, you'd have to overlook quite a few good choices before
you settle on the Hyundai Ioniq. Like the Prius, the Ioniq Hybrid is a hatchback and provides
decent cargo room. But there are a lot more downsides to the Hyundai, such as jerky
transmission shifts, grabby brakes and an unrefined ride quality. The Toyota Prius is offered in
the following submodels: Prius Hatchback. Available styles include LE 4dr Hatchback 1.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Toyota Prius and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the Prius 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift
through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Prius. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Toyota Prius and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Prius
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Toyota Prius. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask

most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Toyota Toyota
Prius. Select year - New - New. Other years. Pros Capable of returning plus mpg Quiet cabin,
even with the gas engine engaged Easy to see out of and maneuver around town Available
all-wheel drive Cons Offset instrument panel is out of driver's direct line of sight Acceleration
can be sluggish Jittery ride quality on rough pavement Standard infotainment system looks and
feels dated What's new Limited-production Edition Android Auto smartphone compatibility
Minor enhancements to advanced driver safety aids Part of the fourth Prius generation
introduced for What's it like to live with? The Toyota Prius is synonymous with hybrid vehicles,
and for good reason. It's comfortable, highly efficient and practical. Although "fun! You're not
buying a Prius to get engaging performance. In Edmunds testing, our all-wheel-drive Prius test
car covered mph in Perhaps somewhat paradoxically, the lighter, front-drive Prius was
marginally slower. The Prius is also pretty tepid when it comes to agility and handling precision.
We do like the Prius' easy-driving nature and its smooth transitions from electric motor drive to
gasoline engine power. Another Prius advantage is its available all-wheel drive. It should be
noted, though, that the rear wheels only intervene when the front wheels lose traction. So in
most dry-weather scenarios, you'll never feel them working. The front seats are softly padded.
Most drivers will find them comfortable for the long haul, though taller drivers or those with
long legs might find the seat bottoms to be a few inches too short. The cabin is generally quiet
unless you floor the gas pedal, at which point the engine gets rather raucous. Another
downside is the Prius' ride quality over broken pavement and concrete expansion joints. The
impacts from these types of bumps can make the car feel jittery. Since the car is so quiet, these
bumps are perhaps more noticeable than they'd otherwise be. The Prius is a fundamentally easy
car to get into and drive. Aside from the shifter, all other controls will feel immediately
comfortable to the majority of drivers. Most drivers should also be able to find a comfortable
driving position thanks to the seat's wide range of adjustability. But we wish there was more
telescoping range in the steering wheel, and most of the instrument panel information is not in
the driver's line of sight. The From an ease-of-use standpoint, it seems like a step backward
from the dedicated physical buttons on lower Prius trim levels. As advanced as the Prius is
from a powertrain standpoint, it can seem a little odd that it comes up a bit short in in-car tech.
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are standard, but the standard infotainment system looks and
feels dated. Even the big The Prius, however, comes standard with a full suite of advanced
driving aids. Most of them work well, and the adaptive cruise control can bring the Prius to a
complete stop. Thanks to its cavernous hatchback cargo area and fold-down rear seatbacks, the
Prius is quite useful for carrying luggage, groceries or whatever else you want to put back
there. Up front, there's enough in-cabin storage for the daily odds and ends, and the cupholders
securely hold beverages under the circumstances in which most Priuses are typically driven.
The Prius is known for its frugal use of gasoline. In our own fuel economy testing of a couple of
Prius test cars, we've been able to verify that the EPA's estimates are achievable in real-world
driving. The Prius' interior feels well built even if some cabin materials are a little too plasticky.
It's still one of the best vehicles for fuel economy, and the AWD version delivers some extra
assurance for drivers who live in snow country. As for warranties, Toyota gives you its regular
coverage, which includes a longer duration eight years or , miles for the hybrid components.
You also get Toyota's two free years of scheduled maintenance. The Prius isn't exciting to drive
or filled with luxury features. Instead, the Prius is all about being easy-to-drive, practical and
comfortable and, of course, saving on gas. It's tempting to keep the Prius basic, maximizing
both cost and fuel efficiency, but we'd splurge a little and get the midgrade XLE. We prefer the
XLE's heated simulated-leather seats, the standard wireless phone charger, and auto-dimming
interior mirror as well as the available option packages should you want a sunroof or head-up
display. Significant features include:. Read more. Find savings on the Prius for sale near you.
ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Prius lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Prius. Most
helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Prius is still the king in my book. Check your price
quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote?
Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist Alerts you if the car drifts out of its lane and can
apply steering input to correct the course. Intelligent Clearance Sonar Alerts you to the
presence of obstacles near the vehicle during low-speed maneuvers. Side Impact Test Good.
Toyota Prius vs. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Related Prius Articles. The Edmunds
experts tested the Prius both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about
Toyota Prius fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Prius gets an EPA-estimated 49

mpg to 56 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that carrying capacity for the Prius
ranges from And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the
Toyota Prius is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Prius. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Prius's average consumer rating to that
of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Toyota Prius is
a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Prius and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capa
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city and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Prius is a good car
for you. Other versions include: LE 4dr Hatchback 1. If you're interested in the Toyota Prius, the
next question is, which Prius model is right for you? Prius variants include LE 4dr Hatchback 1.
What do people think of the Toyota Prius? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Toyota Prius and all model years in our
database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team
of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Toyota Prius? Which Toyota Priuses are
available in my area? Can't find a new Toyota Priuss you want in your area? Consider a broader
search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Toyota Prius? Check out Toyota lease
specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Prius drive? How comfortable is the
Prius? How economical is the Prius? Is the Prius a good value?

